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HUMAN CENTRED DESIGN

P RO BLE M SOLV ING TOOL

Here we define your Change Statement - the problem you are trying to solve and the change you
seek to make. It’s important to follow the structure of ‘I want to change BLANK, in order to BLANK’.
Write this in the centre of the whiteboard large enough for everyone to see. Iterate your statement,
and get it good enough to move on to Step 2. Max time 15 minutes.

Hand everyone a stack of sticky notes and a marker, and set a timer for 3 minutes. Push your team to
generate 50 ideas, from simple to wild and far-reaching solutions to your Change Statement. It is important
to have a tight timeline to push everyone into the ‘what’ and not to focus on the ‘how’. Start the timer, and
have everyone (yourself included) slap ideas up around your Change Statement, one after the other,
continuously for the full 3 minutes. Rocket shoes, wind-powered lightbulbs, all ideas go up. No censorship!
If you don’t get 50 potential solutions don’t worry. It really is hard work! Max time 3 minutes.
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Now we converge your massive list of wild ideas down to the Number One to focus on right now.
This step takes a while (now is a good time for a toilet break!). With everyone standing around the
whiteboard, each idea is explained in 20 seconds or less by the person who generated it.
Complete all ideas then group similar ideas together on the whiteboard.
Next, give everyone 5 votes (you can use blue-tack, sticky dots or just a marker each) and spend
time until everyone has tagged their 5 top ideas. Don’t rush this, and allow questions.
Then grab your Top 3 ideas as voted by the team and grade them on a scale of 1-5 each for:
ENERGY:

How much energy is already behind the solution (1= low, 5 = high)

EXCITEMENT: How much excitement would be generated by implementing this solution
(1 = low, 5 = high)
EASE:

How easy is it to implement the idea (1 = hard, 5 = easy).

Add up your scores for each of your top ideas and the idea with the highest total score is your
Number One solution to focus on.
Place that sticky note in the space on the front page.
Max time 1-2 hours.
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Take your Number One idea and with your team identify 3 milestones, that by achieving each, are indicators
of progress towards your final solution. Now sketch out what those 3 milestones look like on the front page.
For example, your Number One idea may be an environmentally friendly metal lunchbox, with
your 3 milestones being:
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A)

Create a rough cardboard prototype,

B)

Have an accurate 3D computer model designed, and

C)

Production of a hand welded metal version for users to touch and test.
Each of these milestones moves you closer to a complete production version of your
Number One idea.
Max time 10 minutes.

IMMEDIATELY START EXECUTING TOWARDS YOUR FIRST MILESTONE!
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